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Automatic Silage Bag Unloader
By Mark Newhall, Editor

“When we did our patent search we were amazed to discover that no ma-
chine like this had ever been patented,” says Doug Strankman, farmer-in-
ventor of a first-of-its-kind silage bag unloader that automatically peels back
the plastic on silage bags and then knocks silage loose onto a paddle con-
veyor that loads it into a feed mixer or wagon.

Strankman got the idea when he started looking for a way to reduce the
labor involved in feeding silage out of bags.  He was tired of using two
tractors - one for a front-end loader and one to pull a feed wagon. It was
time consuming and required a lot of manual labor to shovel out loose feed
in the bottom of the bag.

Another problem that bothered Strankman - and many of his neighbors
who put silage up in bags - was getting rid of plastic as bags are opened up.

“I do custom-bagging and on just about every farm there are pieces of
plastic blowing around.  It gets torn off when the bag is cut open or when
loose ends blow in the wind.  It’s a mess and a nuisance,” points out
Strankman.

His first labor-reducing invention was an automatic self-feeder that al-

Large tooth roller peels silage off end of bag, dropping it onto paddle conveyor that car-
ries it to a feed truck or wagon.  Unloader is pulled ahead by rollers that roll up plastic.
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Shaft that rolls up plastic is posi-
tioned above conveyor so all remain-
ing silage drops onto conveyor as
plastic is rolled up.
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